Dear Ministry Partners,

September 2020

Our fall on the mountain has been
strangely silent...no sounds of horseshoes
and gunfire at the men’s retreat...no smells
from yummy food as we prep for ladies
retreats. Even the turkeys are missing this
year! All in all, we have taken these last
couple of months to reflect on what the
Lord has given us and the time He has
given us to recoup from a very busy six
years!
Projects are getting done, literature is
getting developed, but we are ready to
open back up! We miss the kids and can’t
wait to see a little bit of “normal” up here.
Pray with us as we try to figure out all the
details of getting kids up here this winter.
Extra cleaning, masks, and limitations on
numbers are just the beginning.
We would also ask for prayer in finding
help this winter. Since we have said goodbye to our ministry partners Scott and
Tina, we are left with big shoes to fill.
They were so skilled in their fields that
finding replacements have been very
difficult. But the Lord knows what we
Major cleaning projects!
need and we just need to get the word out
to His people. Kitchen help is the biggest
need at this point. Tina was an amazing
head cook and even though I will try to fill
that particular set of shoes, I will need lots
of help to do it! Prep cooks, bakers, and
dishwashers are also needed as our
teenagers have grown up and gotten jobs. Justin will need help with
snow removal as well as driving during sledding events.
Lilli is growing up fast and will become a big sister in April Lord
willing. We have had difficulty with our pregnancies before and we ask
for prayer during the long winter months. (especially working in the
kitchen all winter!)
Pray with us as we continue to “tell it on the mountain!”
~Justin, Eliza, Lilli & Katherine

